Directed high-speed motion of nanoscale objects in fluids (nano swimmers) can have a wide range of applications like molecular machinery, nano robotics, drug delivery, and material assembly.
Introduction
Speed is important to the functionality of nano/micro swimmers in fluids because it determines the efficiency of swimmers [1] [2] [3] [4] . Directed movement is also important as the swimmers are usually tasked to reach a target. However, directed movement and high speed in the nanoscale are rarely compatible [5] [6] [7] . In laminar fluid flow, enabling fast-moving swimmers requires large propulsion force, as it needs to counter the drag force which is proportional to the speed 8 . Usually, nano/micro swimmers driven by on-board propulsion (e.g., bubble repellence 5-7 ) exhibit higher speeds compared to other mechanisms (e.g., mechanical motion 9, 10 , pressure 11 and thermal 12, 13 gradients, chemical phoresies [14] [15] [16] and optical force 17, 18 ). The highest speed of bubble-repelled swimmers is ~10 5 body-length s -1 (ref 7 ), where the unit (the speed to body-length ratio) is commonly used to allow a fair comparison between swimmers with different dimensions. However, it is very difficult to control their moving directions because of the random nature of the on-board repellence force.
Optical forces on an object due to the exchange of photon momentum with the object [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] can move nano/micro swimmers along the beam direction. Light propulsion has unique advantages like wireless control, high spatial and temporal precision and instant response 28 . Usually, light applies a pushing force on an object in the light propagating direction, which has worked together with the optical gradient force to enable the optical tweezer effect 17, 19, 20 . Objects with high scattering efficiency like plasmonic NPs can enable stronger optical pushing forces 19, 20 , but the achieved highest swimmer speed is merely ~10 3 body-length s -1 (ref 17 ), since the optical forces are very weak (10 -12 -10 -14 N).
Light may also pull an object in specific optical conditions 18, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For example, two planewaves irradiating mirror-symmetrically with a large incidence angle towards an object can lead to a strongly focused forward photon scattering momentum, resulting in a net "negative" optical force [22] [23] [24] . For a spheroidal object much larger than the wavelength of the incident light and placed at a heterogenous dielectric interface, the object can be pulled by the light due to an increase in the photon linear momentum across the dielectric interface 18 . However, the achieved moving speed is only ~ 0.5 body-length s -1 , and the same strategy may not be applicable to objects in homogenous media, which are the cases for most nano/micro swimmers. Theoretically, an object in homogenous medium can also be pulled by a single planewave if the object has certain unique optical configurations to enable either optical gain 25, 26 or near-field electromagnetic coupling between dielectric-metallic NP dimers 27 . However, the experimental demonstration in homogenous media is still lacking. In this work, we observe optical pushing and pulling of Au NP swimmers exhibiting extremely high speeds (>10 6 body-length s -1 ) in water, and we show that the unusual optical pulling and high-speed movement are only made possible by the nano-bubbles generated around the laser-excited plasmonic NPs, which lead to supercavitation.
Results and Discussion
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1a . We disperse Au core-shell NPs made of a silica core (~100 nm) and an Au shell (~10 nm) in deionized water. A femtosecond pulsed laser (linear- By observing the glowing dots, we find some fast NPs moving along the beam propagation direction ("positive motion") and some in the opposite direction ("negative motion"). To fully explain the observed ballistic NP movements, we need to understand how the NPs can move in speeds much higher than that a typical optical force can sustain according to Stokes' law and why there are both optical pushing and pulling phenomena on some specific NPs. As discussed later, the optical force from our laser cannot sustain the observed high speed unless the effective viscosity experienced by the NPs is 100× lower than that of liquid water. The optical pulling is also impossible with our Gaussian beam irradiating an Au NP in a homogenous medium, unless there is a nearby dielectric structure optically coupled to the NP like the ones proposed in Refs. 21, 27 .
According to several studies [30] [31] [32] [33] , when an Au NP is irradiated by a laser at the SPR peak, it can instantaneously generate a nano-bubble around it. Using a pump-probe optical scattering imaging setup, we confirmed the existence of nano-bubbles around the plasmonic Au NPs in our experiments when excited by the pump laser ( Fig. 1f and 1g ). This pump-probe method detects the intensity change of the scattered probe light (533 nm) at a certain solid angle due to the formation of nano-bubble on Au NP under the illumination of the pump beam at the SPR peak (800 nm). We note that the lifetimes of the plasmonic nanobubbles are reported to be ~200 ns (Refs. [30] [31] [32] [33] ). In our NP movement experiments, the time interval between laser pulses is ~12 ns, allowing the nano-bubbles to shrink due to cooling by the surrounding water 30, 31, [33] [34] [35] , but they may not completely collapse since the pulse period (~12 ns) is shorter than the bubble lifetime (~200 ns). Dissolved gas in water can also contribute to the nano-bubble volume, making it more stable than a pure vapor bubble 36 .
To understand how the nano-bubbles may influence the optical force direction, we calculate the optical force in the beam propagation direction ( " ) on an NP with a nano-bubble. We consider a bubble with a radius $% < 120 nm attached to the surface ( , ) of an Au core-shell NP ( and are polar and azimuthal angles, Fig. 2a ). When the bubble keeps growing, it will eventually encapsulate the NP, and we assume such a case for $% > 120 nm (i.e., inset in Fig. 2b ). We note that the exact bubble radius for the attach-to-encapsulate transition will not influence the physics inferred from our analysis. Since the beam waist (~6 µm) at the focal plane is much larger than the NP size (~120 nm), and the ballistic movements start at locations away from the focal plane, a linearly polarized planewave as an incident light is a good approximation 37 for estimating " . We calculate electromagnetic field distributions at various $% , and using the finite element method (FEM) and then calculate " using the Maxwell stress tensor 20, 27 . More details are provided in the Method section.
We find certain geometrical windows that induce either positive or negative " (Figs. 2b and 2c ).
For $% > 90 nm (Fig. 2b ) and < 75 o (Fig. 2c) , negative " can be achieved, where the nanobubble locates at the back side of the NP with respect to the incident light direction (kz). Otherwise, " is positive. " is found insensitive to the azimuthal angle (Fig. 2c) . While the positive " is intuitive, we need to understand the negative " on the NP under illumination of the single planewave. Since " is related to the electromagnetic energy density profile around the NP, we investigate the normalized absolute electric field profiles (| |/| * | ) for representative cases.
Without the nano-bubble, " on the NP have the same directions as the incident wavevector (kz), and the corresponding | |/| * | profiles around the NP are spreading towards the " directions (Figs. 2d or 2e ). For the case where the NP experiences a negative force due to the presence of a nano-bubble (Fig. 2f) , we find parts of the field profile, especially the strong field portion (pink region), spreads towards the -kz direction (the " direction), which resembles that of the bare NP under the negative kz illumination (Fig. 2d) . When the NP is close to the right surface of the bubble (Fig. 2g) , the force is positive, and the strong field profile is similar to that of the bare NP under the positive kz illumination (Fig. 2e) . it keeps evaporating water, maintaining a vapor cushion in front of it and extends the bubble boundary forward (Fig. 3b) . This is very similar to the observed near-zero drag force on a hot metal sphere enclosed by a gas cavity due to the Leidenfrost effect 38 and in great analogy to the supercavitating torpedoes, which realized 5× faster speed than conventional ones 39 . As the NP moves, the trailing end of the bubble, which becomes further away from the hot NP, cools and vapor condenses back to liquid (Fig. 3b) . This interpretation is well backed by the results of our molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. In Figs. 3c, we clearly see that a hot NP encapsulated by a vapor bubble can continuously evaporate liquid molecules in front of it as it moves forward with a speed of ~13 m s -1 , so that the bubble boundary is extended and the NP is always enclosed in a gaseous environment. While this simulation uses a Lennard-Jones argon model system, the physics should be the same and analogy can be drawn with our NP-in-water experiment. We note that the 13 m s -1 speed simulated is much higher than our experimental observation (0.1-0.3 m s -1 ), but the NP is still found able to instantaneously extend the bubble front while moving.
Since nano-bubble dynamics is stochastic, not all Au NPs are enclosed by nano-bubbles to exhibit the ballistic movement. We can see that the ballistic motion generally occurs within 300 µm at either side of the focal plane with a significant portion of the NPs in this region exhibiting ballistic motion. It is possible that in this region the laser intensity is larger and can generate bubbles more easily. In addition, Figs. 2b and 2c show that the geometrical window for the negative " is narrower than that for the positive " , which may explain our observation that more ballistic NPs move positively than negatively. The magnitude of the positive " being generally larger than the negative " (Fig. 3a) also explains the observed higher average speed of the positive motion than that of the negative motion (Fig. 1) . Although " depends on the instantaneous geometrical configuration of the NP-bubble structure and thus the forces should be dynamic, we observe that the NPs move almost strictly along the beam axis (Figs. 1d and 1e ). Moving in a virtually frictionless supercavitation, the ballistic NPs exhibit speed-to-body length ratios greater than 10 6 . This is at least 5 orders of magnitude higher than other directed nano/micro swimmers and 1-6 orders of magnitude higher than random micro swimmers (Fig. 4) .
In theory, any nanoscale objects that can have supercavitation after laser excitation should exhibit similar ballistic movements. To confirm that this effect is generalizable, we have performed experiments with Au nanorods, which also have a SPR peak of 800 nm. It is observed that Au nanorods also exhibit similar ballistic movements with an observed speed of ~13,000 µm s -1 . Since the SPR characteristic of Au nanorod is anisotropic due to its shape, only the nanorods that align with the incident electric field direction can experience strong SPR coupling and lead to supercavitation. Thus, the ballistic movements of Au nanorods may easily be interrupted, because the different forces (e.g., optical force and drag force) can make nanorods to misalign with the electric field. However, in Figure S4b , we can clearly see a glowing dot moving for ~ 13 µm within 1 ms along the beam propagating direction. This ballistic Au nanorod shows a normalized speed of 260,000 body-length s -1 , which is still ~10 2 -10 5 times faster than the reported nano/micro swimmers driven by optical forces 17, 18 . We have not observed any negative motion for Au nanorods, most likely due to the stringent alignment requirements that limit the probability of enabling supercavitation and negative optical forces. Nevertheless, this result demonstrates that the ballistic movement can be potentially generalized to other kinds of plasmonic NPs with different composition, geometry and dimensions. We believe that with proper NP design, both the ballistic motion and optical force direction can be manipulated and optimized.
Materials and Methods
Sample preparation: A quartz cuvette (Hellma, Sigma-Aldrich, 10 mm × 10 mm) with 4 windows is pre-cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol and deionized water in an ultrasonic bath. A silica- Figs. 2b, 2c, and 2d. A Gaussian beam given by the paraxial approximation 37 is used for Fig. 3a and extracting <== , where it has a minimum waist of 6 µm and the maximum light intensity of 12 mW µm -2 , corresponding to the experimental conditions. After solving the electromagnetic field distribution of the simulation domain, optical force ( ⃗ ) is calculated as:
where ⃡ is the time-averaged Maxwell stress tensor 20, 27 , and Q is the normal vector of the surface of the Au NP. We use the time-averaged Maxwell stress tensor to calculate ⃗ in the z-direction on the surface of the Au NP. 
